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Abstract

As a prerequisite of many text-related tasks such as text
erasing and text style transfer, text segmentation arouses
more and more attention recently. Current researches
mainly focus on only English characters and digits, while
few work studies Chinese characters due to the lack of pub-
lic large-scale and high-quality Chinese datasets, which
limits the practical application scenarios of text segmenta-
tion. Different from English which has a limited alphabet of
letters, Chinese has much more basic characters with com-
plex structures, making the problem more difficult to deal
with. To better analyze this problem, we propose the Bi-
lingual Text Segmentation (BTS) dataset, a benchmark that
covers various common Chinese scenes including 14, 250
diverse and fine-annotated text images. BTS mainly focuses
on Chinese characters, and also contains English words
and digits. We also introduce Prior Guided Text Segmen-
tation Network (PGTSNet) , the first baseline to handle bi-
lingual and complex-structured text segmentation. A plug-
in text region highlighting module and a text perceptual dis-
criminator are proposed in PGTSNet to supervise the model
with text prior, and guide for more stable and finer text seg-
mentation. A variation loss is also employed for suppress-
ing background noise under complex scene. Extensive ex-
periments are conducted not only to demonstrate the neces-
sity and superiority of the proposed dataset BTS, but also to
show the effectiveness of the proposed PGTSNet compared
with a variety of state-of-the-art text segmentation methods.

1. Introduction

Text segmentation is a fundamental and important task
in computer vision. Different from other segmentation tasks
such as semantic segmentation and instance segmentation,
it is required to parse text instead of objects from complex
scenes. With the text mask, it can be applied to various
downstream tasks including scene text removal for cover
generation and material recreation, font style transfer for
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Figure 1. The top block: example images and annotations from
the proposed BTS dataset. From left to right are images, character-
level bounding boxes, word-level bounding boxes, and pixel-level
segmentation masks. The left bottom block: qualitative results.
From top to down are original image, result using the SOTA
method (TexRNet [66]) trained on only English dataset (TextSeg
[66]), result using TexRNet trained on TextSeg and our bi-lingual
dataset BTS, and result using our proposed method PGTSNet
trained on TextSeg and BTS. The right bottom block: quanti-
tative results on the testing set of the bi-lingual dataset. The circle
represents the SOTA method TextRNet; the square represents dif-
ferent variations of our proposed PGTSNet. The points below the
dash line are results using only English dataset TextSeg, and using
TextSeg with a synthetic bi-lingual dataset, respectively; the points
above the dash line are results using TextSeg with our bi-lingual
dataset BTS. The results demonstrate that the fine-annotated bi-
lingual dataset is necessary, which improves the performance of
the existing SOTA method with a large margin, and boosts the
overall performance in the area of bi-lingual text segmentation to
a new level.

AI design, interactive text image editing, etc.
Text segmentation presents two distinct characteristics.

First, as the strokes and structure of text are looser and inco-
herent (unlike object segmentation), it is more challenging
to capture fine-grained features of every stroke in a word.
For example, some strokes like the lowercase L or the dot on
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Figure 2. Samples and their segmentation annotations of several
mainstream scenes from the proposed BTS dataset, including the
street sign, the banner, the couplet, the cover of book, the plaque,
the shop sign, and the attraction.

the top of the lowercase I, or when the character shares sim-
ilar features with common background such as the check-
ered floor or black dot, are easy to be ignored in pixel level
segmentation. The situation can be further worse with the
Chinese characters. Different from sequentially arranged
English words, a Chinese character is formed with stroke
combinations in spatial dimension, which thus leaves dis-
continuous segmentation hollow within the characters. Sec-
ond, different from the semantic and instance segmentation
which usually contain multiple categories, text segmenta-
tion is usually treated as a binary classification problem. It
treats all different characters the same foreground category,
and ignores the semantic variance contained in the charac-
ters. Xu et al. [66] has proved the significance of using
the character prior in enhancing the English text segmenta-
tion. However, English has a small-sized alphabet of letters,
while Chinese has much more basic characters (e.g., over
3, 000 commonly used ones) with complex structure forma-
tions, making the problem more difficult to deal with. How
to utilize the priors of text to make better segmentation is
worth exploring.

To obtain high-quality segmentation for down-stream
tasks, sufficient well-annotated training data is necessary.
However, modern text segmentation datasets as well as
methods are still left behind. First introduced as a public
challenge [27], text segmentation developed slowly in the
past few years with few research works and datasets pro-
posed [6, 7, 13]. Among whom, large-scale datasets are

with unsatisfying labeling quality [6, 7]. In a smaller scale,
TextSeg [66] is proposed to fills the blank of segmentation
in the area of artistic design and text effects. However, all
these datasets contain only common English characters and
numbers, and few work studies Chinese characters without
any Chinese large-scale and high-quality datasets released,
which limits the practical application scenarios of text seg-
mentation.

To fill the above-mentioned research gaps of limited
character types and extend the text segmentation to sup-
port more scenes and languages, we propose Bi-lingual Text
Segmentation (BTS), a new text segmentation dataset. The
diversity of BTS can be described at three levels: (1) scene-
level diversity: it covers common life scenes including
street signs, shop signs, plaques, attractions, book covers,
banners, and couplets; (2) image-level diversity: appear-
ances and geometric variances caused by camera-captured
settings and background distractions such as perspective,
illumination, resolution, partly blocking, blur and so on,
in total including 14, 250 fine-annotated text images; (3)
character-level diversity: variances of character categories,
up to 3, 985 classes including Chinese characters, English
letters, digits, common punctuation with varied fonts and
sizes. Image examples and their segmentation annotations
in BTS dataset are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. From Fig. 1
we can see that the fine-annotated bi-lingual dataset can beat
the synthetic bi-lingual dataset, improve the performance of
the existing SOTA method with a large margin, and boost
the overall performance in the area of bi-lingual text seg-
mentation to a new level.

Most of the text segmentation methods inherit semantic
or instance segmentation and perform mask level supervi-
sion, while unaware of the global structure information of
the characters. Therefore we turn to the recognition model
for prior guidance to help the model regain the global struc-
ture of a character. We propose a novel approach, named as
the Prior Guided Text Segmentation Network (PGTSNet) to
better deal with bi-lingual text segmentation with text prior
guidance. In this study, the main contributions can be sum-
marized in four folds:

• We propose BTS, the first large-scale bi-lingual text
segmentation dataset that goes beyond English words
and digits including also Chinese characters. BTS pro-
vides annotations of text region, transcripts and the text
masks, and therefore can be used not only for text seg-
mentation but also for text detection, recognition, and
end-to-end text spotting. We prove the superiority of
the proposed dataset BTS by comparing and analyzing
the methods trained on BTS and a synthetic dataset.

• To better handle text distribution in different scenes,
we propose a simple yet effective module to highlight
the text region and serve as the prior to boost the text
segmentation performance.
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• We introduce a plug-in text recognition module as a
prior to supervise for more stable and better text seg-
mentation, whose advantage has been verified espe-
cially in the segmentation of large-sized text.

• We adopt the total variation loss in the text segmenta-
tion task, which exhibits the advantages in suppressing
the ambient noises, and is able to supervise the PGT-
SNet to produce more smooth masks.

2. Related Work
2.1. Semantic and Instance Segmentation

Semantic segmentation aims to assign pixel-level la-
bels in images. Traditional algorithms utilize the hand-
crafted features. With the development of convolution
neural network, Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [42]
and methods based on it [2, 10, 24, 71] achieve impres-
sive performance. As the predictions of FCN are rela-
tively coarse, several variants of the encoder-decoder struc-
tures [2, 11, 36, 48, 52, 71] are devised to improve it by fus-
ing multilevel features. In addition, dilated convolution is
introduced to enlarge the receptive field for better context
capturing [8–10, 61, 70, 71]. For capturing long range con-
text information, attention based models [58, 62] come into
fashion, such as PSANet [72], DANet [18], CCNet [26], etc.

Instance segmentation further predicts distinct pixel la-
bels for each object instance. The major milestone in this
literature is Mask R-CNN [22], followed by many stud-
ies [38, 51] based on it. Other mainstream top-down meth-
ods are also proposed including [21,29,33,64]. Apart from
these top-down methods that first locate object bounding
boxes and then segment their masks, bottom-up methods
[5,19,41,47,65,68] are the other branch in this field, where
they first locate key points and then find edges as well as
affinities to complete the segmentation.

2.2. Text Segmentation

Datasets play a vital role in the development of most
computer vision research, especially in deep learning. In
the early stages when only some small datasets are avail-
able for text segmentation, methods usually utilize hand-
crafted [1,49] or low-level features [4,14,40], while Markov
Random Field (MRF) based methods (e.g., [45]) are re-
garded as another fashion. Due to the lack of enough real
data, weakly supervised methods [7, 46, 59] are proposed,
trying to reduce the domain-shift between synthetic and real
data, and enhance the model performance in real world with
synthetic data.

Recently, models developed with deep learning tech-
niques constantly upgrade the state-of-the-art in text seg-
mentation. A three-stage CNN-based model [57] is intro-
duced to detect, refine, and filter candidate text regions.
SMANet adopts encoder-decoder structure from PSPNet

[71] and utilizes a multi-scale attention module to assist
segmentation. TexRNet [66] combines key features pooling
and attention-based similarity checking to boost segmenta-
tion performance. The custom trimap loss and glyph dis-
criminator are also introduced to assist the task. Mutually
guided network [60] is devised to produce a polygon-level
mask in one branch and a pixel-level text mask in the other,
which can be trained via a semi-supervised learning strat-
egy. However, most methods are only researched on latin-
based benchmarks, while ignoring the segmentation in other
widely-used languages, e.g., the Chinese hieroglyph char-
acters. Therefore, a benchmark and baseline for both En-
glish and Chinese segmentation is necessary.

2.3. Text Detection and Text Recognition

Text detection aims at localizing text regions by polygon
or rectangle boxes. Mainstream methods can be catego-
rized into segmentation-based and regression-based meth-
ods. The former ones [16, 32, 50, 67] directly segment text
regions and then generate bounding boxes from those re-
gions. PixelLink [16], SSTD [50], PSENet [32], TextField
[67], and DBNet [35] are several popular methods in this
branch. The latter ones [34, 44, 73] take scene text as
general objects, and predict the offsets of anchors or pix-
els. TextBoxes [34] extends SSD [39] to capture vari-
ous text shapes by designing customed convolutional ker-
nel and anchor box. RRPN [44] detects arbitrary-oriented
scene texts by introducing rotation to anchors as well as
RoI-Pooling in Faster R-CNN. Besides, several methods
[3, 15, 43, 53, 63, 70] go further to predict character-level
boxes.

Given an image patch containing a textline, text recog-
nition aims to extract text from it. In general, it can be
roughly divided into CTC-based methods [23, 25, 54, 56]
and attention-based methods [12, 30, 31, 37, 55]. The for-
mer ones employ CNN to extract visual features and RNN
to capture features sequence, which are trained end-to-end
using the CTC loss [20]. The latter ones replace the CTC
with the attention decoding mechanism. In addition, more
explicit language modeling methods [17,69] are proposed to
explore internal interaction between vision and language.

3. The BTS Dataset
Compared with semantic and instance segmentation, text

segmentation falls behind, one reason for which is lacking
of large-scale and fine-annotated dataset. The synthetic la-
beled data may assist the training of the models. However,
there is a gap between the distribution of the real labeled
data and that of the synthetic labeled data, which cannot
be neglected. Although there exist some weakly supervised
methods [7, 46, 59] trying to reduce the distribution-shift,
their labeling qualities still need further improvement to
meet the requirements of training robust and high-precision
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Table 1. The comparisons among a variety of representative datasets.

Dataset Text Type Images Words Chars Masks Char Classes Language

ICDAR13 FST Scene 462 1944 6620 Word,Char 36 English
COCO TS Scene 14690 139034 - Word 36 English

MLT S Scene 6896 30691 - Word 36 English
Total-Text Scene 1555 9330 - Word 36 English
TextSeg Scene+Design 4024 15691 73790 Word,Word-Effect,Char 36 English

BTS(Ours) Scene 14250 44280 209090 Word,Char 3985 Bi-lingual

Figure 3. (a) An overview of the top 30 Chinese characters in BTS; (b) an overview of the top 30 English characters and digits in BTS.
There are in total 209, 090 characters in BTS. The percentage of Chinese characters and punctuations is 66.4%; the percentage of English
characters and digits is 33.6%. (c) an overview of the number of objects in text-level and character-level of BTS. The x-axes represents
the number of text lines and characters per image. Most images contain 1− 8 textlines and 3− 20 characters; (d) an overview of the text
coverage ratio against the image. The x-axes represents the text coverage ration against image. The curves are smoothed.

text segmentation models. Thus, recent works introduce
some high-quality annotated datasets, based on which some
novel models are proposed [66]. However, almost all the ex-
isting datasets and models focus only on English and digits,
and few work studies Chinese text segmentation. Chinese
has a much larger-scale alphabet of basic characters with
complex structures and a variety of fonts. Thus, extensive
and high-quality annotated examples are imperative for the
research community on Chinese text vision, which will ex-
pand its practical application to more scenarios. In such a
condition we introduce the large-scale bi-lingual text seg-
mentation dataset BTS, which mainly focuses on Chinese
characters, and also contains English and digits. BTS can
be utilized for text detection, text recognition, text segmen-
tation, and character-level detection. In this paper, we focus
on its application to text segmentation.

3.1. Data Collection and Annotation

To ensure the representation and generalization of the
dataset, we collect images from 7 different scenes, includ-
ing street sign, shop sign, plaque, attraction, cover of book,
banner, and couplet. First, these scenes cover several ma-
jor scenes where texts appear in daily life from indoors
to outdoors, to include diverse backgrounds, perspectives,
lighting conditions, etc. Second, these scenes cover texts
with diverse characteristics, e.g., the covers of books con-
tain both printed and artistic fonts; the couplets contain both
simplified and traditional Chinese characters, most of which
are handwriting; the banners contain texts with non-rigid
distortions and occlusions. Third, these scenes cover di-
verse levels of difficulty, e.g., it is easier to do text seg-

mentation on street signs and plaques than on banners and
couplets. The number of images: street signs-3, 761; shop
signs-4, 145; plaques-2, 158; attractions-1, 024; covers of
books-2, 070; banners-601; couplets-491. We believe that
varieties in these three perspectives can ensure the segmen-
tation model to be well-trained with better generalization.

All images in BTS provide three-level annotations, in-
cluding pixel-level mask, character-level and textline-level
quadrilateral as well as transcription. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first dataset with comprehensive an-
notations for text segmentation which contains Chinese
characters. The pixel-level mask annotation is a map shared
the same size with the original image, where the pixels of
the text regions are treated as the foreground and labeled
as 1; other pixels are treated as the background and labeled
as 0. The character-level and textline-level quadrilateral an-
notations are bounding boxes for characters and textlines,
respectively, which record the coordinates of four vertices
of the quadrilaterals. The transcription annotation records
the recognition ground truth for each character and each
textline. With these comprehensive annotations, the dataset
can be applied to semantic segmentation for texts, instance
segmentation for characters, text detection, and text recog-
nition. The details are shown in Fig. 1.

We eliminate algorithms or out-of-the-box models for
the labeling process to prevent some bad labeling cases.
The annotation workflow is as follows. 1) Images clean-
ing. Unqualified examples such as fuzzy images with un-
recognizable characters and strokes will be filtered out. 2)
Manual annotation. All the images in BTS are manually an-
notated by humans in three levels, including the pixel-level,
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Figure 4. An overview of the proposed PGTSNet. The pipeline consists of a detection module, a feature extraction backbone with a
refinement module, and a text perceptual discriminator.

the character-level, and the line-level annotations. 3) Two
rounds of quality checks. During the labeling process, an-
notators will cross check the annotations from each other;
after the labeling process, several professional researchers
will double check the annotations. The designed workflow
ensures all annotations to be made in relatively high quality
and benchmark to be highly-reliable.

3.2. Dataset Statistics

Tab. 1 illustrates the statistical comparisons conducted
between BTS and five other representative text segmenta-
tion datasets, including ICDAR13 FST [27], MLT S [7],
COCO TS [6], Total-Text [13], and TextSeg [66]. It
shows that BTS contains the Chinese character classes,
and thus results in the most class amount of 3, 985. BTS
provides more comprehensive annotations than ICDAR13
FST, MLT S, COCO TS, and Total-Text. Compared with
TextSeg, BTS only lacks of annotations for word-effect,
while the size of BTS is much larger than that of TextSeg.
The size of COCO TS is the largest, but the annotations
of COCO TS are machine-generated instead of human-
labeled. Therefore, BTS is largest text segmentation dataset
of human-labeled images in Tab. 1. Fig. 3 (a)(b) show an
overview of the top 30 Chinese characters and the top 30
English characters and digits in BTS, respectively. The per-
centage of Chinese characters and punctuations is 66.4%,
and the percentage of English characters and digits is 33.6%
in BTS. Fig. 3 (c) shows an overview of the number of ob-
jects in text-level and character-level in BTS. Most images
contain 1−8 textlines and 3−20 characters.Fig. 3 (d) shows
the distribution of the text coverage ratio. The 14, 250 im-
ages in BTS are split into training, validation, and testing
sets of 10, 188, 2, 696, and 1,366 images, respectively, with
a ratio of 7 : 2 : 1.

4. The Prior Guided Text Segmentation Net-
work

We also propose the Prior Guided Text Segmentation
Network (PGTSNet) as a novel baseline for bi-lingual text
segmentation. Fig. 4 shows the overview pipeline of PGT-
SNet, which consists of three components: 1) the detection
module, e.g., DBNet, for highlighting the regions that may
contain text; 2) the base text segmentation module to extract
features from the input image and its highlighted regions; 3)
a segmentation head with several loss functions including a
character discriminative loss, a TV loss, and three items of
pixel-level segmentation loss on text and its boundaries to
guide the learning of the whole network.

4.1. Design Motivation

Inspired by the design principle of TexRNet which han-
dles the unique challenges of distinguishing text segmenta-
tion from semantic segmentation, PGTSNet aims at figuring
out the different characteristics between Chinese segmenta-
tion and English segmentation to improve the architecture
design.

The biggest challenge that distinguishes representative
hieroglyphics Chinese from latin English is the complex
strokes. Especially for small texts in a large background,
the features of hieroglyphics may easily be confused with
the background. In this case, a text detection module that
serves as a telescope to highlight the interested text region
can avoid redundant amplification of irrelevant content, thus
leading to better segmentation results.

However, the glyph discriminator of TexRNet has a fatal
limitation when dealing the segmentation problem. First, it
is a character-level discriminator, which requires extensive
fine-grained annotations. As Tab. 1 shows, even for En-
glish, most of existing representative datasets cannot meet
such character-level annotations, not to mention the more
complicate bi-lingual case. Second, in bi-lingual and fur-
ther multi-lingual scene, the number of characters is much
larger, making the classification task far more difficult for a
classification model (as a discriminator). Further, TexRNet
lacks more fine-grained supervision for the complex seg-
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mentation of hieroglyphics. Considering that the confusions
between possible strokes and background noise are much
more prevalent in bi-lingual scene, we further employed the
total variation loss to obtain smoother predictions.

4.2. Network Structure

Given an input image x ∈ RH×W×3, where H and W
represent the height and width of the image, respectively,
a plug-in detection module D is first employed to gener-
ate n candidate boxes b1, b2, . . . , bn. Image patches are
cropped from the original image according to the boxes
and combine into a batch C1, C2, . . . , Cn, x. For each Ci,
Ci = C (bi), where C is the cropping operation. After fed
into a base segmentation module S, the output prediction
maps S (C1) , S (C2) , . . . , S (Cn) , Sx will be rearranged
to one map xoutput that shares the same shape with the in-
put x. The rearrangement is conducted according to the po-
sition of each candidate patch. We use the DBNet as the
detection module here, and more pipeline settings with dif-
ferent detectors will be analyzed in the supplementary ma-
terial.

Another text prior that most previous methods neglect is
the semantic information contained in the text. The seg-
ments of text lines should be perceptually recognizable and
further recover the semantics of the text. More specifically,
during training the ground truth bounding boxes of text lines
are added as input to crop patches p1, p2, . . . , pk from the
output feature map, assuming that there are k text lines in
x. A frozen recognizer is employed here to serve as the text
discriminator. For each patch pi, it is fed into the discrimi-
nator to obtain the discriminator loss Lctc, which indicates
the confidences that these patches are recognizable. Here
we adopt the ABINet [17] as the discriminator.

4.3. Customized Loss

There are five losses terms employed in PGTSNet. Three
among them, i.e., Lsem, Lrfn and Ltri are inherited from
the base segmentation network [66]. Besides, Lctc is used
for evaluating the text semantics and Ltv is responsible for
a smoother prediction.

Similar to most existing text segmentation models, the
output map from initial prediction xoutput can be super-
vised by ground truth labels xgt by the cross entropy loss,

Lsem = −
∑
i

xgti log (xoutputi) , (1)

PGTSNet also adopts the other two loss terms from the
base segmentation task, namely Lrfn and Ltri. After re-
finement in the base segmentation, the final output xrfn is
supervised by the ground truth xgt with the cross entropy
loss and the trimap loss as follows.

Lrfn = −
∑
i

xgti log (xrfni
) , (2)

Ltri = WCE(xrfn, xgt, wtri) (3)

WCE(x, y, w) = −
∑n

j=1 wj

∑c
i=1 xi,j log (yi,j)∑n
j=1 wj

(4)

where WCE(x, y, w) is a cross-entropy loss between x and
y and is only calculated for pixels at the text boundaries.

In addition, for the text discriminator, we adopt
the commonly-used Connectionist Temporal Classification
(CTC) loss in recognition task. We briefly explain the effec-
tiveness of it and how it works on the segmentation network.

Lctc = ctc(O(pi), tgt)

= ctc (O (S (xi)) , tgt)
(5)

∂Lctc

∂w
=

∂Lctc

∂Ow

∂Ow

∂Sw

∂Sw

∂w
(6)

Here, O and S denote the recognition and segmentation net-
work respectively. By using the chain rule, the gradient of
this loss to the network parameters can be expanded. Al-
though the parameters of recognition network are not up-
dated, it is still a auxiliary tool to calculate the text per-
ceptual for the patches from the output of the segmentation
network. In this case, the segmentation and recognition net-
works can cooperate with each other. If the text perceptual
of a patch is low, which means the quality and readability of
the segmentation output is bad, the loss will become larger
and give more punishments to the segmentation network.

Besides, for text segmentation, it is intuitive that the
strokes should be relatively coherent and smooth, so a total
variation loss is introduced to further suppress segmentation
noises.

Ltv(x) =
∑
i,j

(
(xi,j+1 − xij)

2
+ (xi+1,j − xij)

2
) β

2

(7)

The final loss is weighted combination of the above
terms as follows.

Lfinal = αLsem + βLrfn + γLti + kLctc + lLtv (8)

where the default weights are α = 1.0, β = 0.5, γ =
0.5, k = 0.01, l = 1.0. In different experiments, they can
be tuned according to the training models for better perfor-
mances and the principle is to balance different terms to a
relatively closer magnitude.

5. Experiments
We conduct the experiments from two aspects: one is

to analyze the performances of bi-lingual text segmentation
on the proposed dataset BTS and on other datasets including
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Figure 5. Examples of the synthetic datasets. To better show the
texts, some examples are cropped.

TextSeg and a synthetic dataset, whose results demonstrate
that a high-quality and fine-annotated dataset is necessary
and valuable to help boosting the model’s performance and
expanding the application scenarios; the other is to evaluate
the performance of the proposed approach PGTSNet, whose
results show that by introducing the text prior, PGTSNet
beats the other state-of-the-art methods on the task of bi-
lingual text segmentation with at least 2.67% promotion in
fgIoU and 1.74% promotion in F-score.

5.1. Datasets

Three datasets are utilized in the experiments, including
TextSeg with the most comprehensive annotations for En-
glish as shown in Tab. 1, a synthetic bi-lingual dataset, and
BTS. The details of BTS are described in the Sec. 3. For
the synthetic bi-lingual dataset, it is mainly built for vali-
dating the necessity of human labeled data. We try our best
to mimic the distributions of the data in real scenarios, by
considering as many factors as possible.

The main components to synthesize text segmentation
images include background, number of text, text location,
text size, font, corpus, color, and noise. We collect 10, 000
images without any text from a variety of video frames as
the backgrounds. To align with BTS, the text corpus of the
synthetic dataset are formed by random sampling from the
textline annotations of BTS. 11 kinds of common fonts with
text size ranging from 35 to 60 are applied to the bi-lingual
characters. The color of the text is randomly sampled from
the RGB color space. Each background image is pasted
with three text lines, whose locations are randomly gen-
erated. We also add various degradation to the synthetic
images, including the Gaussian noise, the salt and pepper
noise, Poisson noise, perspective transformation, color re-
verse, blur, etc. The dataset contains 20, 000 synthetic text
segmentation images in total.

Several examples of the synthetic dataset are shown in
Fig. 5. We can see that 1) although we can generate syn-
thetic examples with complex background, the text may
have no connection with the background. The character-
istics of synthetic images are similar to those of the movie
frames with subtitles or live comments. 2) The boundaries
of the texts have no interaction with the background, which
can be distinguished easily. 3) No occlusions or illumina-

Figure 6. Qualitative comparison between PGTSNet and TexR-
Net. From top to bottom, the rows show the input image, the pre-
dicted mask of PGTSNet, the inpainting results of PGTSNet with
DeepfillV2, the predicted mask of TexRNet, and the inpainting re-
sults of TexRNet with the same setting of DeepfillV2, respectively.

Table 2. Comparison experiments of training the same model with
different datasets.

Data used fgIoU F-score

Only synthetic 34.52 21.93
Only TextSeg 64.13 72.53

TextSeg & synthetic 74.59 81.40
TextSeg & BTS 83.68 88.36

tion changes caused by the environment of the background
occur to the text. Therefore, the synthetic images are much
easier than the scene images, and can only handle limited
scenarios of the segmentation task.

5.2. Implementation Details

There is no detection module during training in order to
accelerate the training process. Instead, local patches ran-
domly cropped from the images (may be randomly scaled)
are fed into network. The bounding box annotations and
segmentation ground truth also need to be modified accord-
ingly. The base module is initialized by ImageNet pre-
trained model. SGD Optimizer is adopted with weight de-
cay of 5e−4. All methods are trained for 22, 000 iterations
or so, until the loss converges. For evaluation, foreground
Intersection-over-Union (fgIoU) and F-score measurement
on foreground pixels are utilized as in [14, 28].

5.3. Synthetic Data and Real Data Comparisons

This section compares the performances of the same
model trained on synthetic data, TextSeg, and BTS, respec-
tively. The results on the test set of BTS are shown in
Tab. 2. We compare the effect of different datasets on our
base model PGTSNet(base). All the experiments settings
are kept unchanged during training except the datasets. It is
shown that the improvement brought by the synthetic data
is limited and far from requirements.
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Table 3. The ablation studies of PGTSNet on BTS. All the train-
ing settings of these methods including the training data and the
backbone are the same. The column ”Dis” denotes whether the
text perceptual discriminator is included. The Ltv and the ”DET”
represent whether the total variation loss and the detection module
are activated, respectively.

Method Dis Ltv DET fgIoU F-score

PGTSNet(base) 83.68 88.36
PGTSNet ✓ 84.78 89.55
PGTSNet ✓ ✓ 84.93 90.02

PGTSNet(final) ✓ ✓ ✓ 86.48 90.98

Table 4. The comparison experiments of PGTSNet with the state-
of-the-art methods.

Method fgIoU F-score

DeeplabV3+ 71.15 79.60
HRNetV2-W48 81.84 86.17

HRNetV2-W48+OCR 82.76 86.67
TexRNet(DeeplabV3+,no classifier) 83.68 88.36

TexRNet(DeeplabV3+,with classifier) 83.81 89.24
PGTSNet(final) 86.48 90.98

5.4. Ablation Study

We conduct ablation studies on three key components
of the proposed PGTSNet: the detection module, the text
perceptual discriminator, and the total variation loss, whose
results are shown in Tab. 3. All methods are trained on
BTS training set combined with TextSeg training set and
validation set. The validation set of BTS is used for eval-
uation. The backbone of all these methods is Deeplab
V3+. The base version of PGTSNet(base) is the TexR-
Net. With the help of key components, the fgIoU and
F-score increase consistently. The complete version of
PGTSNet(final) achieves the best performance, with around
2.8% and 2.62% increase in fgIoU and F-score compared
with the base version of PGTSNet(base), respectively.

5.5. Comparisons with State-of-the-Art Methods

In this section, PGTSNet is compared against four
representative state-of-the-art text and semantic segmen-
tation methods, including Deeplab V3+, HRNetV2-
W48, HRNetV2-W48 + Object-Contextual Representations
(OCR), and TexRNet. All these methods are retrained on
the training set of TextSeg as well as BTS and evaluated on
the test set of BTS. As Tab. 4 shows, the proposed PGTSNet
outperforms other methods by significant margins.

5.6. Applications and Discussions

With a high-quality text segmentation mask, downstream
tasks such as text removal and text style transfer can ob-
tain more beneficial information and achieve much better
results. For example, in the text removal task, we feed the
segmentation mask along with the original image into an

Figure 7. Examples of the text segmentation on the application of
expression recreation.

in-painting network to hallucinate a text-free image. As
the in-painting network learns to recover the pixels catego-
rized to be foreground in the segmentation mask, any part of
strokes wrongly classified as background may be neglected
and produce the artifacts. Fig. 6 shows the qualitative com-
parisons between PGTSNet and TexRNet. The inpainting
method we adopt here is DeepfillV2, one of the state-of-the-
art method. It is shown that the mask of PGTSNet contains
fewer background noises and better captures the complete
strokes of characters, and the inpainted image suffers less
from halo as well. More cases can be viewed in the supple-
mentary material.

Another application is the expression recreation as
shown in Fig. 7. Dynamic expression Gifs are widely used
in daily chatting scenarios and there are abundant materials
available that may be recreated to convey new semantics.
PGTSNet can extract the precise segmentation masks for
various and even tiny characters in those Gifs, which is of
great benefits to subsequent recreation procedures.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we construct a large-scale bi-lingual text
segmentation dataset named BTS, which contains 14, 250
images with 44, 280 textlines and 209, 090 characters. With
the comprehensive annotations, it can be used for train-
ing and evaluation of textline-level and character-level de-
tection, recognition and segmentation. To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first bi-lingual dataset for text segmen-
tation. All the data will be released for further academic re-
searches following the predefined protocol. Further, we pro-
pose a prior guided text segmentation network with a detec-
tion module, a text perceptual discriminator, and a smooth
loss, to reveal the unique challenges that distinguish bi-
lingual segmentation from universal text segmentation. The
experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed
approach compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
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